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Abstract
MQTT-286 proposes QoS 2 “Delivery Method B” should become the only QoS 2 forwarding

method, and “Delivery Method A” eliminated. This brief explains the motivation for the
proposal, and supplements the text contained in the MQTT-286 JIRA.

1 Proposal1

In MQTT-286, I propose “Delivery Method B” should become the only QoS 2 forwarding method,2

and “Delivery Method A” eliminated in future MQTT standards. Both are described in MQTT3

v3.1.1 §4.3.3, Diagram 4.3 “QoS 2 protocol flow diagram, non-normative example".4

Method B provides faster delivery of QoS 2 PUBLISH commands than method A, and can reduce5

temporary storage requirements. These improvements may also be helpful for the MQTT-TC issues6

in Table 1.7

Table 1: Related MQTT-TC Issues

MQTT-197 Support Request/Reply as a new MEP
MQTT-236 Consolidate ACKs, Enable Negative Acknowledgements
MQTT-271 Describe Small Device Limitations, aka The Arduino Problem

2 Background8

For servers, forwarding a publication means appending it to a topic, sending it to one or more9

subscribers, or perhaps discarding it if there are no subscribers. For clients, forwarding means10

delivering the message to a local application. Rapid forwarding helps to reduces delivery delay and11

can reduce storage requirements for both clients and servers exchanging QoS 2 traffic.12
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MQTT 3.1.1 describes two methods of QoS 2 message forwarding, called Method A and B1. The13

two methods are illustrated below in Figure 1.14

Figure 1: Delivery Method B forwards the message as soon as it arrives (at label B above); method
A delays forwarding until the corresponding PUBREL is received (at label A above). During this
delay, the receiver must store the message, increasing temporary storage demand. Both methods
fulfill the QoS 2 exactly-once delivery guarantee.

2.1 Delivery Delay15

The delivery delay contribution for method A is 3 times as large as that for method B because16

two additional network traversals must occur before the message is forwarded. Table 2 shows the17

effect of network propagation time on delivery delay. For example, using method A across a BGAN2
18

would require a minimum of 1.5 seconds to deliver a publish across a single network hop between a19

client and a server. For a request-reply exchange the minimum response time would be 3 seconds.20

(Method B would require only 1 second.) The word minimum is just a reminder there will be other21

sources of delay in addition to those shown.22

Network Network Method A Method B Minimum
Type Prop. Delay Delivery Delay Delivery Delay PID Lifetime
BGAN 500 1500 500 2000
VSAT 260 780 260 1040
2G 100 300 100 400
3G 50 150 50 200
4G 20 60 20 80

Table 2: Single-hop QoS 2 Delivery Delay for Wireless Long-haul Carriage. All times are in
milliseconds. Network propagation delays are taken from recent SLA publications by various carriers
and are approximate.

The Minimum PID Lifetime is the time it takes for the full 4 message QoS 2 exchange. The reciprocal23

of this value establishes an upper bound on throughput: if the time it takes to transmit a full24

1MQTT v3.1.1 §4.3.3 diagram 4.3 “QoS 2 protocol flow diagram, non-normative example”.
2Broadband Global Area Network
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window of PUBLISH messages is less than the minimum PID lifetime, the sender must wait for25

acknowledgements.26

2.2 Comparative Delay and Throughput of QoS 0, 1, and 227

If method B is used, all three QoS levels have the same lower bound on single hop network delivery28

delay, and can achieve the same throughput provided the number of outstanding messages does not29

exhaust all the available packet identifiers. This would occur if there were 65 535 unacknowledged30

messages, or if the sender imposed a smaller restriction on the number of unacknowledged messages31

and this limit were reached.3 This is not meant to suggest that QoS 2 should be used where QoS 032

or QoS 1 would suffice; only that use of method B can reduce delivery delay.33

2.3 Message Re-ordering34

Because method A postpones delivery, QoS 0 and QoS 1 messages can overtake QoS 2 messages35

resulting in re-ordering of messages sent on different QoS flows as illustrated in Figure 2. While the36

standard does not guarantee ordering across QoS flows, this re-ordering is unnecessary and does not37

occur if method B is used.38

Figure 2: Re-ordering of messages on different QoS flows can occur with Method A if one of the flows
is QoS 2. This does not occur with Method B. This diagram shows a QoS 1 message overtaking a
QoS 2 message. The standard does not guarantee ordering across different QoS flows; nevertheless,
eliminating the reordering seems like a nice side-effect of method B.

A similar sort of re-ordering can occur with SUBSCRIBE and UNSUBSCRIBE commands with39

respect to QoS 2 PUBLISH commands. Again, this is eliminated with method B.40

3Some implementations enforce a maximum send window that restricts the maximum number of unacknowledged
messages. This is not specified in MQTT 3.1.1
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2.4 Storage Requirements41

Because method A requires the receiver to store a message before forwarding it, it can place greater42

demands on storage than method B does. Reducing this storage can be desirable for several43

reasons:44

1. Small embedded clients receiving multiple PUBLISH messages during a persistent4 session are45

required to store the messages until corresponding PUBRELs arrive. If the session were to46

be disconnected prematurely, they would be required to buffer the messages until the session47

could be re-established and the PUBREL delivered.48

2. Large servers may have lots of memory, but they may also have large numbers of client sessions,49

and must be prepared to store arriving messages for all the sessions. Method B avoids this50

temporary storage requirement.51

3. A broken sender which never sends a PUBREL can consume all available storage on a receiver52

that uses method A. If the sender creates, or re-uses a persistent session and sends QoS 253

PUBLISHES, but never sends a PUBREL, the receiver is required to store the messages and54

payloads forever (or until someone destroys the session, which may be never). In the most55

extreme case, this would require 65 535 × 256 MiB = 15.9 TiB. (1.76 × 1013 Bytes) per Client56

session. By contrast, method B would note store any messages. This is illustrated in Figure 3.57

Figure 3: A broken sender can exhaust storage on a receiver that uses method A. By sending QoS
2 PUBLISHES but no PUBRELS to a persistent session, the receive is forced to store all 65 535
messages until the persistent session is explicitly destroyed - which may never occur.

4A persistent session is one created with Connect.CleanSession = 1.
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3 Applicability to Specific MQTT Issues58

3.1 MQTT-197 Support Request/Reply as a new MEP59

Some types of request/reply exchanges have response time goals, and it may be easier to meet these60

using method B for the reasons cited in Section 2.1 above.61

3.2 MQTT-236 Consolidate ACKs, Enable Negative Acknowledgements62

Use of method B can simplify the generation of error response codes (NAKs) proposed in MQTT-23663

because forwarding errors do not need to be returned by the PUBCOMP. This is because forwarding64

errors would be returned by the PUBREC.65

3.3 MQTT-271 Describe Small Device Limitations, aka The Arduino Problem66

The storage requirements for method A creates an unnecessary demand on small, memory constrained67

systems receiving QoS 2 messages as explained in Section 2.4. This can be eliminated by the use of68

method B.69

4 Proposed Wording70

The MQTT 3.1.1 forwarding mechanism is non normative:71

“. . . there are two methods by which QoS 2 can be handled by the receiver. They72

differ in the point within the flow at which the message is made available for onward73

delivery. The choice of Method A or Method B is implementation specific. As long74

as an implementation chooses exactly one of these approaches, this does not affect the75

guarantees of a QoS 2 flow.” (MQTT 3.1.1 §4.3.3, non-normative comments).76

I think it would be best to add normative text to describe this so that all new MQTT implementations77

use method B. The following is suggested as normative text to replace the non-normative text78

above:79

“Upon receiving a QoS 2 PUBLISH message which is both valid and not a duplicate,80

the receiver SHOULD immediately initiate onward delivery and send a PUBREC. The81

receiver MAY send a PUBREC before the onward delivery is complete. If the forwarding82

operation fails, the receiver MUST send an appropriate error response, or terminate the83

transport connection as specifed in sections {TBD}. The receiver MUST not send both84

a PUBREC and an error code for the same arriving QoS 2 PUBLISH.”85

We could add a non-normative statement that older implementations could continue to use method86

A if necessary.87
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